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      A high-performance algorithm for searching for frequent patterns (FPs) in transactional 
databases is presented. The search for FPs is carried out by using an iterative sieve algorithm by 
computing the set of enclosed cycles. In each inner cycle of level m  FPs composed of m  elements 
are generated. The assigned number of enclosed cycles (the parameter of the problem) defines the 
maximum length of the desired FPs. The efficiency of the algorithm is produced by (i) the extremely 
simple logical searching scheme, (ii) the avoidance of recursive procedures, and (iii) the usage of only 
one-dimensional arrays of integers. 
 
1. Introduction 
 
Vast amount of consumer transactional details are being captured daily, which describe the 
trajectories of consumer behaviors, e.g. credit card transactions. It is well known observation that 
past behaviors predict future behaviors. Credit risk models are among the most widely used to rely 
on this observation to predict the future risk base on the past behaviors. In fact varies kind of models 
are commonly used for making daily decision throughout credit cycle in the card business, ranging 
from new customer acquisition, account maintenance, and collection queuing etc. The complexity of 
the models is necessary to be equal or more sophisticated than the corresponding behaviors they are 
predicting. Simple logistic regressions are often accurate enough for constructing several types of 
the models including the widely used credit risk models. The interactions among the commonly used 
variables only provide marginal lift over models without interactions. Such risk models are used in 
making decisions such as credit approval and credit line management, etc. and applied to the bulk 
part of the customer base. 
There are situations that the behaviors of customers are much more sophisticated than a simple 
model can describe where important information is hidden among the subtle 
interactions/correlations among the variables. An example of which is case of the credit card fraud 
detection model, where the interactions among the transaction variables provide important clues 
about transactions being made, namely, fraudulent or not. By comparing the non-interactive models 
against the models build with considering all possible interactions one can find the model 
improvement due to the multivariate interactions.  Credit card fraud detection rate benchmark 
indicates multifold improvement with the employment of interactive models over simple 
regressions. The multivariate interactions usually involve several variables, often expressed in form 
of expert rules, commonly used in the Market Basket Analysis (MBA) [1-6], e.g. if under condition 
A and B and C and D, then the probability of Z occurs is X, where the conditions A, B, C and D 
form a subspace (subsequently call a pattern) spanned by the input variables, and such subspace 
constitutes the interaction of involved  variables. (As in the case of Citigroup’s fraud detection rules 
developed, the number of variables involved is ranging from 4 to 12. The higher-order interactions 
are important in providing high-precision rules for the detection of frauds by minimizing false 
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positives.) It is impractical for the statistical regression methods to extract such high-order 
interactions. It is also rather difficult to approximate such correlations through common parametric 
models such as neural networks.  
The key strength of MBA lies in its capability of discovering the best rules under a given 
criteria (e.g. in the case of fraud detection, the best rule is defined as the rule with the highest 
probability of frauds occur at least 10 times in 3 months). The algorithm searches within the input 
space exhaustively to insure that there are no better rules to be missed. Such an exhaustive search 
algorithm can be very expensive computationally, since the number of the possible patterns grows 
exponentially with dimension of the input variables. By noticing that not all possible combinations 
of inputs occur for an actual database, and particularly if one is only interested in those patterns 
which appear at least above some minimum frequency threshold 0 1ξ ≥ , namely, frequent patterns 
(FPs) [5,6], then search space can be greatly reduced. 
Mathematically this set of items can be represented as a transaction vector T  in an M-
dimensional space (where M  is the total number of items). The set of transactions T  forms the 
database B0. Each database includes many patterns, which are represented by the sets of items. 
Usually the number of these patterns is very large. The FP is defined in the following way. First, one 
chooses an arbitrary occurrence threshold 0 1ξ ≥ . If a given pattern appears in the database f  times, 
and 0f ξ≥ , then this pattern is a frequent pattern. There are two characteristic features of the FPs. 
One is the length of the FP. This length can vary from one up to the size of the transaction. Second, 
the maximum length of the FP depends on the threshold 0ξ , decreasing as 0ξ  increases.  The FPs 
contain useful information about complicated correlations and rules hidden in the database. So, the 
extraction of FPs is an important task.  
Because the search for FPs is a very important task, the creation of new fast approaches for 
finding FPs is essential. A number of methods [5, 7-10] have been devoted to the construction of 
“trees” for mining FPs. In recent work [6], a quite elegant alternative algorithm was presented which 
reduces the FPs search time and avoids the construction of these trees. However, in our opinion, the 
logical structure of the algorithm in [6] is overly complicated because the algorithm avoids the 
construction of the conditional databases in order to save the memory. Perhaps, this saving doesn’t 
really take place because the initial database 0B  is represented by using  non basic for C++  class of 
variables. Namely, every occurrence of item is stored in an entry with two fields: an item-id and 
hyper-link [6]. 
The algorithm proposed in our paper is implemented in Fortran-90 as well as in C++. It is 
characterized by (i) its simple logical structure, (ii) its use of only the integer variables in the 
programming languages, and (iii) its avoidance of recursive procedures. For generated in our 
simulations databases (see below), the operating speed of our algorithm is about 2-3 times faster 
than that of [6]. (We implemented the later in C++ in accordance with the recommendations given in 
[6].) 
 
2. The general algorithm for searching for patterns 
 
The transactions that form the database can be of two types. In the simplest case, each 
transaction is characterized by some “scalar” elements (variables) ( )1,...,iX i L=  from the basic 
set. The number of elements, ik , in the transaction, iT
G
, is arbitrary( )ik L≤ . One example of the 
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                Number  of   transactions  
           
   
  1x :   0 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 
  2x :   1 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 
  3x :   0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 
  4x :   1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 
  5x :   0 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 
  6x :   1 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 
  7x :   0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 
  8x :   1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 
  9x :   0 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 
 10x :   1 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 
 11x :   0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 
 12x :   1 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 
 13x :   1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 
 14x :   0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 
  1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9 10 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 20
 
Table 1. Representation of the database 0B by 
a matrix with M=14 basic elements. Every column
represents a single transaction. The presence of 1 (0) 
in the row m  indicates that the element with the 
number m  is present (is not present) in this 
transaction. The three parts of the database 0B , 
contained in the rectangles, form the conditional 
database 7B  to the reference element 7x . 
transactional databases is the basket database used in the super-market analysis. Another type of 
transaction is the record type, for which each variable iX  can take several independent values - 
iinii
xxx ,...,, 21 . In this case, each transaction is a set of M  elements (one representative from each { }1 2, , ... , , 1,......,ii i i inX x x x i M= = ). There is no fundamental difference in the FP search 
for either type of elements, because transactions of the second type can be easily reduced to the 
transactions of the first type. Namely, if we take ∑
=
==
M
i
ik nKKky
1
,,...,2,1,  as the basic elements 
(
MMnKn
xyxyxyxy ≡≡≡≡ + ,...,,...,, 211122111 1 ), then both types of transactions can be represented in 
identical form. 
In what follows, we will consider databases 
0B  in their general form (first type), constructed of 
basic elements{ }Mxxx ,...,, 21 . We represent this 
database as a matrix, with each column describing 
a transaction. (One (zero) in the column means the 
presence (absence) of the corresponding elements 
in the complete list of elements indicated in the left 
column in Table 1.) 
Following traditional definitions [5], we 
define a database, mB , which is conditional upon 
the element, mx .  (The element mx  is called the 
“reference element”.) The conditional 
database, mB , is contained in the database 0B  and 
is constructed according to the following rules: 
Choose from the database, 0B , all  columns that 
contain the element mx  (in the row m ). Then we 
remove all rows with numbers i m≤ . 
The set of all possible patterns of elements 
for the arbitrary database, kB , will be denoted by [ ]kB . By a pattern we denote the tensor 
product ...l j kx x x . The frequency of this pattern in 
the database, kB , we define as  ...lj kf . Then, the 
set of all patterns, [ ]kB , can be represented as a 
sum of  ( )... ...lj k l j kf x x x .  
        We present the fundamental recurrent relation 
used for the construction of the algorithm proposed 
in this paper for searching for frequent patterns. 
We will group all patterns using the following rule: first we isolate in 0B  all patterns which 
contain 1x ; then (in the remaining set of patterns) we separate all patterns containing 2x , and so on, 
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until we reach Mx  upon which we perform the final stage of the procedure. Then, [ ]0B  can be 
represented as follows: 
 
[ ] ( ) [ ]( )∑
=
+=
M
k
k
B
kk BfxB
1
0
0  ,                                                     (1) 
 
where ( )0Bkf  are the frequencies of kx  in 0B . 
Hence, the first level of operations in our algorithm consists of two parts: (i) the determination 
of the frequencies ( )0Bkf  (frequencies of patterns of length 1) and (ii) the construction of the 
conditional databases kB  (by performing a cycle on index k ). 
For the second level of operations in our algorithm we apply relation (1) to the databases kB   
(by performing a cycle on index j , which is included in the cycle of level 1): 
 
[ ] ( ) ( )( )
1
, 1 1k
M B
k j j k jj k
B x f B k M
= +
 = + ≤ ≤ −∑   .   (2) 
 
As a result, we will find all ( )kBjf , the frequencies of patterns, jixx ji <, ∗,  of the length 2 and 
get all the databases ( ) jkB  for the operations on the third level, which will be enclosed in the level 2 
cycle. By applying the relation (1) to the database for each level K, we obtain all patterns of length 
K, their frequencies, and the conditional databases for level K+1.  
 
The rules for extracting patterns and their frequencies:  
Every level i  of the system of enclosed cycles ( )1 i L≤ ≤  generates patterns of length i . The list 
of elements contained in these patterns is the list of reference elements at the levels 1,2,...,i . The 
frequencies of these patterns in the initial database are equal to the frequencies of the reference 
elements at level i  in the conditional database obtained at the level ( )1−i .  The maximum length of 
the patterns for L enclosed cycles is L. 
 
Frequent patterns: If the number of the patterns in the database (the frequency,  f ) exceeds a given  
threshold, 0ξ   ( 0f ξ≥ ), then all these patterns are called frequent patterns (FPs).  In order to find 
these FPs, we can exclude “infrequent” elements (with 0f ξ< ) from all conditional databases. This 
procedure greatly reduces the calculation time. The greatest benefit of this procedure is achieved if 
the elements in all   conditional databases are ordered from the lowest frequency to the highest: 
mi ff < , when mi < . 
This ordering was used in the FP search algorithms based on tree construction [5].  This 
ordering was also used in our algorithm.  Besides, we also build conditional databases, as it is done 
in [6]. If conditional databases are saved in the main memory in the form of integer arrays, the total 
size of conditional databases used in our algorithm does not exceed one needed for realization of the 
algorithm in [6]. We explain this observation by making a simple estimate. Suppose that we work 
                                                 
∗ Such patterns are generated after substitution of (2) in (1) 
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with a database in which the probability of appearance of each element is 0.5. In this case, all 
conditional databases do not require more memory than the initial database 0B , if the database,  0B , 
is a one-dimensional array of integer numbers. If, for example, we consider transactions of the 
record type (for which each variable, iX , can take several self-excluding values – iinii xxx ,...,, 21 , as 
defined above), then the full size of all additional databases relative to 0B  will become even smaller. 
The variables used in [6] require twice memory compared with the representation of 0B  by integers, 
because every item of the database 0B  is stored in an entry with two fields. (See above.) The 
efficiency of our algorithm is produced by (i) the extremely simple logical searching scheme, (ii) the 
avoidance of recursive procedures, and (iii) the usage of only one-dimensional arrays of integers. 
Below we discuss the key points of our algorithm. 
 
 
 
3. Basic technical methods for algorithm realization 
 
 
The procedure of finding FPs 
reduces to the construction of 
conditional databases on the level 
(m+1) for the reference elements 
from the database constructed on the 
level m. The frequencies of elements 
in these conditional databases are 
determined simultaneously with the 
construction of these databases. As an 
illustration, we consider the database 
in Table 1 as the level m database.  
The database in the computer 
memory is introduced as lists of 
numbers of transactions that contain a 
given basic element. (See Table 2.) 
These lists form the one-dimensional 
array of integers, ( )lBm . The length 
of this array is equal to the number of 
non-zero elements in all the 
transactions of the database in Table 
1. There are three key-arrays 
necessary to work with the database 
shown in Table 2. These keys are 
shown in Table 3. Note that the 
database ( )lBm  itself is not ordered 
according to the increasing frequency 
of the elements. (This is important to 
minimize the FP search time.) All 
  
  1x :   3, 4 , 5, 7, 9, 10, 12, 13, 14, 15, 18, 19, 20 
  2x :   1, 2, 6, 8, 11, 16, 17 
  3x :   3, 5 , 9, 10, 12, 13, 14, 18, 19, 20 
  4x :   1, 2, 4 , 6, 7 , 8, 11, 15, 16, 17 
  5x :   2, 6, 8, 10, 12, 13, 16, 20 
  6x :   1, 3, 4, 5, 7, 9, 11, 14, 15, 17, 18, 19 
  7x :   3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 11, 12, 13, 14, 17, 18, 19, 20 
  8x :   1, 2, 10, 15, 16 
  9x :   3, 4, 5,  8, 11, 12, 16, 17 
 10x :   1, 2, 6, 7, 9, 10, 13, 14, 15, 18, 19, 20 
 11x :   2, 4, 5, 7, 8, 9, 11, 12, 14, 17, 18 
 12x :   1, 3, 6, 10, 13, 15, 16, 19, 20 
 13x :   1, 2, 4, 5, 11, 12, 15 
 14x :   3, 6, 7,  8,  9, 10, 13, 14, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20 
 
Table 2.  The representation of the database shown in Tab. 1 in the 
computer memory. For each element (the left column) there is a list 
of numbers of transactions in   which this element  is present. 
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The list of the 
database 
elements’ 
names on level 
m : 
( )mName j  
The 
frequencies 
of the elements 
in the database 
 
( )mf j  
Initial addresses of the 
list of transactions  for 
each element in ( )mB l : 
( )mAdr j  
( )mj Rate i=  
The pointers to the 
numbers of elements 
in the list of names in 
order of increasing 
frequency : 
( )mRate i  
The values of the 
formal parameter on 
level m : 
i  
1x  13 1 8 1 
2x  7 14 13 2 
3x  10 21 2 3 
4x  10 31 9 4 
5x  8 41 5 5 
6x  12 49 12 6 
7x  15 61 4 7 
8x  5 76 3 8 
9x  8 81 11 9 
10x  12 89 10 10 
11x  11 101 6 11 
12x  9 112 14 12 
13x  7 121 1 13 
14x  13 128 7 14 
 
Table 3. Key-arrays for the database in Tab. 2. ( ) ( ) ( )iRatejAdrjf mmm ,,   are the one-dimensional 
arrays of integers. Their lengths are equal to the number of elements on each level m. ( )jNamem  is an array 
of character type, but can be an integer, if the elements’ names are coded by integers in the initial 
database 0B . The sequence order of elements is not important if they have the same frequency. 
 
ordering functions are imposed on the ( )iRatem -array in Table 3. When the “formal parameter” i  of 
the cycle of level m increases, we work with the elements which are determined in compliance with 
the “real parameter” ( )iRatej m≡ . This real parameter, j , is used to select elements in the total list 
of elements which is indicated as ( )jNamem  in Table 3. The parameter j also indicates the necessary 
starting addresses of the list of transactions ( )jAdrm  in ( )lBm ) in the order of increasing  
frequencies,  ( )jfm . 
Suppose that the value of the current formal parameter i on the level m  is 6=i . Then, in 
accordance with ( ) 126 =mRate , the reference element for the conditional database, which is 
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3x :   3 ,10,13,19,20 
10x :  1 , 6 ,10,13,15,19,20 
14x :  3, 6, 10,13,16,19,20 
1x :   3,10,13,15,19,20 
7x :   3 , 6, 13,19,20 
 
Table 4. The ( )lBm 1+  
database of the level (m+1) for the 
current reference element 12x  at the 
level m. (The formal parameter of the 
cycle on the level m  is 6=i .) 
 
 
The list of the 
database 
elements’ 
names on level 
m : 
1( )mName j+ . 
The frequencies 
of the elements 
in the database 
 
1( )mf j+ . 
Initial addresses of the list 
of transactions  for each 
element in ( )mB l : 
( )mAdr j  
The pointers to the 
numbers of elements in 
the list of names in 
order of increasing 
frequency : 
( )mRate i  
The values of 
the formal 
parameter on 
level m : 
i  
3x  5 1 1 1 
10x  7 6 5 2 
14x  7 13 4 3 
1x  6 20 2 4 
7x  5 26 3 5 
  
Table 5.  Key-arrays for the database from Tab. 4. 
 
transmitted to the level (m+1), is 12x  with the frequency 9
∗. This element is present in the following 
transactions 1, 3, 6, 10, 13, 15, 16, 19, 20. (See Table 1.) The elements that occur in the conditional 
database can be obtained from the values, ( ) 7,1,14,6,10,11,3,4:147 =≤≤ jiRatem . A selection 
of the names from the ( )jNamem -array (using these values of j), gives us the set of 8 elements - { }71146101134 ,,,,,,, xxxxxxxx  in the conditional database 
transformed to the level (m+1). Now, in the lists of 
transactions for these elements we have to take only those 
numbers of transactions that occur in the list of transactions 
for the element 12x . 
For example, if the threshold is 50 =ξ , we will obtained 
the following conditional database. (See Tab. 4.) 
The key-arrays for this database are presented in Table 
5. We present the details of the construction of the database ( )lBm 1+   and the corresponding arrays in Table 5. 
To compare the list of transactions of the reference 
element in the database ( )lBm  with the lists of transactions of 
other elements, we perform the following procedure. We 
create the one-dimensional auxiliary array of integers called 
( )kKodTr . The length of this array is equal to the number of transactions in 0B . This array is 
common for all cycles on all levels. Initially it contains all zeros. Before constructing  the database, ( )lBm 1+ , we scan the list of transactions for the reference element in the database ( )lBm : 
1sup 2supAdr l Adr≤ ≤ , ( )1sup supmAdr Adr j= , ( ) ( )2sup sup sup 1m mAdr Adr j f j= + −  (where 
                                                 
∗ We recall that for the current formal  parameter 6=i  on level m ,  the FP of length m will be generated. Its frequency 
is 9, and a list of elements consists of the list of reference elements on all levels from 1 to m. The last element is 12x . 
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( )iRatej m≡sup   is the real parameter of the reference element; i  is the current value of the formal 
parameter at the level m). The numbers of  transactions ( )lBNumTr m= , reading sequentially, are 
used as indexes of the array ( )kKodTr  for ascribing  to these elements the value one: 
( ) 1=NumTrKodTr . The minimal and maximum values of NumTr  are: 
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )sup2supmaxsup1supmin , AdrBNumTrAdrBNumTr mm == . 
In our case, when the value of the formal parameter i at level m is 6=i , for the reference 
element 12x  the ( )kKodTr  array becomes: 
 
 
k  1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20
( )KodTr k  1 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 
( )NewTr k  1 - 2 - - 3 - - - 4 - - 5 - 6 7 - - 8 9 
 
(The integer array ( )NewTr k is jointly built with the array ( )KodTr k , and it represents the 
new numbers of transactions in the conditional database.) 
 
 
The objective of this procedure is to prepare the template of the list of transactions for the 
reference element, reading this list only once. The list of transactions for other elements will be 
compared with this array. 
Now, we describe the construction of the conditional database. We take the elements with the 
formal parameter it: 14 6it i≥ > = . The first such element, according to the actual parameter ( ) 47 === itRatejt m , is the element that holds the fourth position in the list of names ( )jtNamem . 
In this case, its name is 4x ,  and all its characteristics will occur in the conditional database ( )lBm 1+  
in the first positions in the key-arrays. We will fill these arrays using the fill-index Inf  with the 
starting value 1=Inf . The finite value of this index is equal to the number of elements in the 
constructed conditional database ( )lBm 1+ . So, the first steps are: ( ) ( ) 1, 141 == ++ InfAdrxInfName mm . 
After this we read the numbers of transactions in the list for 4x : ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 1, −+≤≤= jtfjtAdrljtAdrlBNumTr mmmm  (jt=4). We check to see if there is such a 
number in the list of transactions for the reference element∗, using the auxiliary array KodTr . If ( ) 1=NumTrKodTr  (there is a coincidence), then we include this transaction number NumTr  in the 
list of transactions for the element 4x   in the conditional database (starting from the first element of 
array ( )lBm 1+ , because ( ) 11 =+ InfAdrm ). At the same time, we increase the counter for the frequency, 
f , of element 4x  by one, and so on. After finishing all operations with the element 4x , we have to 
check that the condition, 0ξ≥f , is fulfilled. If so, we should store the value of  f  in ( )Inffm 1+ , 
define ( ) ( ) ( )InffInfAdrInfAdr mmm 111 1 +++ +=+ , and increase the fill-index by 1: 1+= InfInf . 
After this, we move to the analysis of the next element ( )83 =itx , whose characteristics will be 
                                                 
∗ It is natural that we do not perform this procedure for ( )supminNumTrNumTr < , and when ( )supmaxNumTrNumTr >  
we stop the search for the same numbers in the transactions. 
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3x :   2, 4,5, 8, 9 
10x :  1,3,4, 5, 6, 8, 9 
14x :  2, 3, 4,5, 7, 8, 9 
1x :   2, 4, 5, 6, 8, 9 
7x :   2 ,3, 5, 8, 9 
     
Table 6a. Representation of 
conditional database 1mB +  by using the new 
numeration of transactions. 
     
3x :   2 , 2, 1, 3, 1 
10x :  1 ,2 ,1, 1, 1, 2, 1 
14x :  2, 1, 1, 1, 2, 1, 1 
1x :   2, 2, 1, 1, 2, 1 
7x :   2 , 1, 2, 3, 1 
       
Table 6b.  Real representation of 
conditional database 1mB +  in main memory 
placed into the second positions in the key-arrays for ( )lBm 1+ . However, in our example, the 
frequency of 4x  is less than the threshold 0ξ . In this and similar cases, we move on to the analysis 
of the next element without changing the fill-index Inf , excluding the previous element from the 
database ( )lBm 1+ . 
As a result, we obtain the final representation of ( )lBm 1+  (see Table 4) and its key-arrays ( ) ( ) ( )1 1 1, , , 1,2,...,5m m mName j f j Adr j j+ + + = . The final stage is the construction of ( )iRatem 1+ . For this, the frequencies ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )5,4,3,2,1 11111 +++++ mmmmm fffff  have to be ordered in 
their increasing values. Finally, we will obtain the following sequence: ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )3,2,4,5,1 11111 +++++ mmmmm fffff . The indexes of this ordered array represent the values of ( ) ( ) 3,2,4,5,1: 11 =++ iRateiRate mm  for 5,4,3,2,1=i . In accordance with this order, the temporary 
cycle at level ( )1+m  will produce FPs of length ( )1+m : 
12 3 12 7 12 1 12 10 12 145...... ; 5...... ; 6...... ; 7...... , 7......x x x x x x x x x x . 
To decrease the total size of conditional databases it is desirable to change a numeration of 
transactions in those databases in accordance with the integer array ( )NewTr k . These changes are 
performed in the process of construction of the conditional database. Also, the values 
1 1
ˆ ( ) ( ) ( 1)m m mB l B l B l+ +≡ − −   have to be stored in the list of transactions for each item jx  of the 
database 1mB + . Note, that the following condition on index l must be satisfied: 
1 1 1( ) ( ) ( ) 1m m mAdr j f j l Adr j+ + ++ ≥ ≥ + .  The initial numbers in the list of transactions remains 
unchanged: ( ) ( )1 1 1ˆ ( ) ( )m m m mB Adr j B Adr j+ + +≡ . For example, the conditional database 1mB +  (Table 4) 
could have been represented by means of  the Table 6a, if the new numeration of transactions were 
used in accordance with the array ( )NewTr k . But, to decrease the total size of this databases, we 
really store in the main memory the values 1 1( ) ( 1)m mB l B l+ +− −  instead of 1( )mB l+ , so this database 
1mB +  can be presented by Table 6b. 
 
 
 
 
This representation allows one to keep each item of any database using a minimum number of 
bytes in the main memory.  
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4. Non-Reducible FPs 
 
As it was mentioned in the Introduction, the total number of FPs can be very large. At the 
same time, usually not all  FPs are equally important for characterization of the database properties. 
We discuss here one of the possible approaches which can be used to extract the “non-reducible” 
FPs which characterize the database in a most representative way. Let’s consider a simple example. 
Suppose that  the FP ab  overcomes the threshold 0ξ  in the database 0B . However, the items a  and 
b  can be statistically independent. In this case, the FP ab  cannot be considered as the new 
characteristic (rule) of the database. So, we place at level 2 of our algorithm the “filter” for such 
reducible FPs. 
The corresponding condition is  
( )
( ) ( ) ε≤−1bpap
abp .     (3) 
 
Then, the FP ab  is excluded from further consideration  (where ε is some small number). Also, we 
will not search for other longer FPs which contain the combination ab  at deeper levels of the 
algorithm. In (3) ( )abp  is the probability of the FP ab occurrence in the database 0B ; ( )p a  and 
( )p b are the probabilities of FPs a  and b  of length 1; ( ) /abp ab f N≈ , ( ) /ap a f N≈ , 
( ) /bp b f N≈ , where  N  is the total number of transactions in the database, abf , af , bf  are the 
frequencies of the corresponding FPs which are known at level 2. 
Now we will estimate the value of ε , assuming that we have a set of similar databases, and the 
averaging can be performed over this set. If elements a  and b  are statistically independent, then the 
probability of the FP ab  is equal to ( ) ( ) ( ) qbpapabp ≡=ˆ . The corresponding frequency  aˆbf  can 
be considered as a random variable with the average value aˆbf Nq= . The dispersion of abfˆ  is 
equal to ( )2qqND −= , and its root mean square is D=σ . Then, the criteria of the statistical 
independence of random variables ba,  (3) could be presented as ˆ 3ab abf f σ− ≤ , or 
 
ε≡−≤−
Nq
q
Nq
fab 131 .     (4) 
 
Filters like (4) can be easily placed at each level of the algorithm. If the FP ( )ezba ,...,,,  of the 
length m  and frequency zeabf ...  is obtained at level m , then we have to turn on the filter 
ε≤−1...
Nq
f zeab  with the parameter 
N
f
N
f ezab ⋅... , where zabf ...  is the frequency of the FP ( )zba ...,,,  at 
level ( )1−m . This frequency is known when we proceed to level m . Thus, the structure of the 
proposed algorithm allows one to perform the filtration of non-reducible FPs. This procedure 
reduces significantly the time of FPs search.  
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5. Some final remarks 
 
 
1. It is much more convenient to represent the elements of the database by integers for the 
following reason: suppose that we have a database of the second type, in which each variable iX  
can take up to 50 independent values , ,   1,2,....,50i kx k = . We represent the elements’ names as 
( ), 100i kName x i k= ⋅ + . For instance, 3,25x  will be coded as 2503. This is convenient while 
constructing the conditional database, because it is easy to determine the independent elements 
using  the following characteristic: ( ) ( )1, 1 2, 2 50i k i kName x Name x− < , and to avoid the 
comparison of the list of transactions for i1=i2. 
2. If the frequency of the element (or some mn  elements) in the conditional database, 
transmitted to the level ( )1+m , coincides with the frequency of the reference element on level m , 
we may exclude these elements from the conditional database. At the same time, we must form on 
the level ( )1+m  FPs of length 
( )1 mm n+ +  taking into account these 
excluded elements. For example, let 9x  
be the reference element at the level m  
with the frequency ( )9xfm . In the 
conditional database, the elements 
642134 ,, xxx  have the same frequency. 
We exclude them from the conditional 
database, but we set these elements on 
the level ( )1+m  as “additional” 
elements, Fig. 1. So, the level ( )1+m  
produces FPs of length ( )3+m : 
( ) ( )64213499 ....... xxxxxfm  - the green 
arrow in Fig. 1. After this, we generate the FPs of length ( )4+m , in accordance with the frequency 
and name of the current reference element in the  cycle of the level ( )1+m  - blue arrow in Fig. 1. 
For instance, if 5x  is the reference element at level ( )1+m  with frequency ( )51 xfm+ , then the 
corresponding FP is ( ) ( ) 5642134951 ....... xxxxxxfm+ . Using this rule, we ignore FPs of length ( )1+m  and ( )2+m  like ( ) ( ) 59513499 .......,....... xxxfxxxf mm +  or ( ) ( ) 521951213499 .......,....... xxxxfxxxxf mm + . 
However, they can be easily derived from the longer FPs, based on the typical group of elements, ( )6421349 xxxx . FPs which include the groups ( )6421349 xxxx  (usually they are long FPs) should be 
taken into consideration in the first place for classification of the initial database. 
 
3. For comparison of the effectiveness of our algorithm with other algorithms, we present the 
following test results. The search for  FPs in a database with 100,000 transactions and 50 basic 
elements with the threshold, 40000 =ξ ,  takes 150 seconds (independent of the programming 
language: Fortran-90 or C++). When generating the transactions for the initial database, the 
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Fig. 2. The dependence of the computation time 
on the maximum length of the  FPs (Blue curve); (green-
in the log(Time)-scale). 
probability of occurrence of each of the 50 basic elements in any transaction was 0.5. We used a 3.2 
GHz DELL computer. 
 
4. Dependence of the computation time on the length of the FPs: Setting the number of levels K 
(included cycles), we define the maximum length of desired FPs. There is a relation between the 
computation time and the parameter K  (Fig. 2) for a database with 10,000 transactions, 50 basic 
elements and the threshold, 200 =ξ . (The rules 
for the database construction were described in 
remark 3.) With the increasing K, the number of 
possible patterns whose frequencies have to be 
found, increases approximately as ∑
=
K
k
k
MC
1
 
(where M – number of basic elements). This is 
the major factor in determining the calculation 
time, ( )Kexp~ , if  K is relatively small. At the 
same time, the number of transactions in the 
conditional databases decreases steadily as we 
move on to the deeper levels.  If K is 
sufficiently large, the frequencies of the long 
FPs approach a threshold. In this case, the 
processing of the conditional databases takes 
minimal time, and the total processing time is 
practically saturated. These regularities have to 
be observed when processing databases of any 
kind. 
 
 
 
6. Conclusion 
 
The algorithm described in this paper has a high speed performance, as: 
 
• In the process of algorithm execution neither ordering nor re-arrangement takes place 
directly in the database. Ordering is performed only for frequencies of the elements   
while constructing the key-arrays, ( )iRatem .   
 
• The construction of conditional databases for level ( )1+m  is performed directly from 
the conditional databases obtained at level m . This avoids the time losses for 
constructing the various types of trees. 
 
 
• There are no recursive operations (these slow down the computation process) and no 
non-basic variables for programming languages. The whole algorithm operates on one-
dimensional arrays of integers. 
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• Filtering criteria by confidence and importance can be applied at each level of iteration 
such that useful patterns can be identified. 
 
Note that  the suggested algorithm is in many respects similar to the algorithm [6].  
Distinctions are related to some technical realizations of computational process, which 
provide a reduction of the FPs search time. 
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